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Graceful and Magic Labeling in Special Fuzzy
Graphs
N.Sujatha, C.Dharuman, K.Thirusangu

Abstract: In this paper, we present an algorithm to find fuzzy
labeling of a star graph K1,n , bi star graph Bn,n and double star
graph K1,n,n . We prove that star graph K1,n at most 89 edges are
fuzzy graceful iff it admits fuzzy magic graph. Also we prove that
bi star graph Bn,n having at most 59 edges are fuzzy graceful iff
it is a fuzzy bi magic graph .We prove that fuzzy labeled double
star graph K1,n,n at most 30 edges is fuzzy graceful.
Keywords: Fuzzy Labeling, Fuzzy Graceful Labeling, Fuzzy
Magic Labeling, Fuzzy Bi magic Labeling.

I. INTRODUCTION
In 1965, fuzzy sets were introduced by Lofti.A. Zadeh[1]
which had a greater improvement in mathematical modeling
in case of uncertainty. Narsingh deo[2] extended the concepts
of graph theory which are models of relations between
vertices and edges . A. Solairaju and S. Ambika [3] proved
some results on gracefulness of a new class of stars merged
with trees. Fuzzy relations on fuzzy sets had been leading an
excellent way to make a fuzzy graph model when there is an
ambiguity in vertices and edges.
Fuzzy graph model has been developed by K.R.Bhutani,
J.N.Moderson and A.Rosenfield[4]. S.Mathew and
M.Sunitha[5] proved many standard results on fuzzy graphs.
A. Nagoorgani, Muhammed
Akram
and
D.Rajalakshmi(a)Subhasini [6,7] introduced the concepts of
labeling in fuzzy graph and proved some properties in fuzzy
graph labeling . Existence of fuzzy edge vertex graceful
labeling in some special graphs has been proved by S.Vimala
and R.Jebesty Shajila [8].An algorithmic approach on fuzzy
graceful labeling technique for extended duplicate graph
discussed by S.Bala, M.L.MorslinLifin Lee, K.Thirusangu
[9].Some results on fuzzy bimagic and anti magic labeling in
star graphs has been proved by K. Thirusangu and
D. Jeevitha[10]. Fuzzy vertex graceful labeling on bi star
graph discussed by K. Ameenal Bibi, M. Devi[11].
In this paper, we present an algorithm to find fuzzy
labeling of a star graph K1,n , bistar graph Bn,n and double star
graph K1,n,n . We prove that star graph K1,n atmost 89 edges
are fuzzy graceful iff it admits fuzzy magic graph. Also we
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prove that bistar graph Bn,n having atmost 59 edges are fuzzy
graceful iff it is a fuzzy bi magic graph. We prove that fuzzy
labeled double star graph K1,n,n at most 30 edges is fuzzy
graceful.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Definition [1] 2.1. Let X be the space of points(objects),with
a generic element of X denoted by x. Thus X={x}. A fuzzy
set (class) A in X is characterized by a membership
(characteristic) function fA(x) which associates with each
point in X a real number in the
interval [0,1], with the value of fA(x) at x , representing the
"grade of membership" of x in A.
Definition [2] 2.2. A Linear graph (or simply a graph) G =
(V, E) consists of set of objects V={v1,v2,... vn} called
vertices, and another set E ={e1,e2,.. em} whose elements are
called edges such that each edge ek is identified with an
unordered pair of vertices (vi,vj).
Definition [3] 2.3. The star graph Sn of order 'n' is a tree on 'n'
nodes with one node having vertex degree (n-1) and the other
(n-1) node having vertex degree 1. Star is a complete bi graph
K1,n.
Definition [10] 2.4.The bi star Bn,n is a graph obtained by
joining the center(apex) vertices of two copies of K1,n by an
edge.
Definition[3] 2.5 The double star K1,n,n is a tree obtained
from the star K1,n by adding a new pendant edge to each of the
existing 'n'pendant vertices.
Definition [5] 2.6. Let and be two sets. Then is said to
be a fuzzy relation from into if is a fuzzy set of
× .A fuzzy graph = ( , ) is a pair of functions
: → [0,1]and : × → [0, 1], where for all , v ∈ , we
have ( , v) ≤ ( ) ∧ (V).
Definition [6] 2.7 A graph = ( , ) is said to be a fuzzy
labeling graph if : → [0,1] and
: × → [0,1] is
bijective such that the membership value of edges and vertices
are distinct and ( , v) < ( ) ∧ (v)
for all , v ∈ .
Definition 2.8. . A fuzzy labeling graph = ( , ) is said to
be a fuzzy graceful graph if : → [0,1] ,
: × → [0,1] such that  (u , v )   ( u )   ( v)
and  (u , v ) are distinct for all , v ∈ .
Definition[ 6] 2.9. A fuzzy labeling graph is said to be a fuzzy
magic graph if ( ) + ( , v) + (v) has a same magic value
for all , v ∈ which is denoted as 0( ).
Definition[9] 3.0 .A fuzzy graph is said to admit bi-magic
labeling if the sum of membership values of vertices and
edges incident at the vertices are k1 and k2 where k1and k2 are
constants and denoted by
.
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A fuzzy labeling graph which admits a bi-magic labeling is
called a fuzzy bi-magic labeling graph.
III. MAIN RESULTS
In this section , we present an algorithm to find fuzzy
labeling of a star graph K1,n , bistar graph Bn,n and double
star graph K1,n,n .Also derived the results on fuzzy graceful
labeling ,fuzzy magic labeling and fuzzy bi magic labeling
for the above mentioned graphs.
3.1 FUZZY LABELING ON STAR GRAPH K1,n
In this section ,we develop an algorithm for fuzzy
labeling of vertices and edges of a star graph K1,n , at most
89 edges such as the apex vertex v0, pendent vertices vi
and pendent edges ei=(v0,vi) whose membership functions
(v0), (vi) and µ(v0,vi).

To prove K1,n admits fuzzy graceful labeling. That is to
prove that fuzzy labeled star graph satisfies distinct
membership
values
of
edges
with
, i =1 to n...........(1)
From Algorithm 3.1.1, Pendent vertices 'vi' defined
as
 : v  [0,1] 


 i 



 (vi )   (v0 )  
, i  1 to

200 


n

and the pendent edges ei=(v0,vi) which have the
membership function defined as
 i 
 ( v o , vi )  
, i  1 to n
 200 
..........(2)
Now,

,

 i 
  ( vo )  
  ( v o )   200  





Algorithm 3.1.1
Input : Star Graph
Procedure {fuzzy Labeling of vertices and edges
for a star graph (K1,n) ,
}



for i = 1 to n
{

}
end procedure.
Example 3.1.2
The fuzzy labeled star graph K1,n at most 89 edges is
shown in the following Figure(1).

 i 


 200 

,

i = 1 to n

and also we have
for any l ,m є i with l m.....................................(3)
Hence by (1) ,(2) and (3) fuzzy labeled star graph
K1,n with 'n+1' vertices and 'n' edges admits fuzzy graceful
labeling.
Theorem 3.1.4:
The fuzzy labeled star graph K1,n with (n ≤ 89)
admits fuzzy magic labeling.
Proof:
Consider a fuzzy labeled star graph K1,n with (n ≤
89) with 'n+1' vertices and 'n' edges.
To prove K1,n admits fuzzy magic labeling.
That is to prove that
has
the same magic value.
Using
algorithm
3.1.1,we
have

 ( v o )   ( v i )   ( v o , vi )

 i 
  ( v o )   ( vi )  

 200 

 i   i 
  ( vo )    ( v0 )  
   

 200    200 


 2  ( vo )...................................(4)
Clearly by (4) ,
has
same magic value. Hence K1,n admits fuzzy magic
labeling.
Theorem3.1.5:
A fuzzy labeled star graph K1,n at most 89 edges
admits fuzzy graceful labeling iff it admits fuzzy magic
labeling.
Proof:
Suppose K1,n with at most 89 edges admits
fuzzy graceful labeling.
Hence from theorem 3.1.3,
we
have

Figure(1) Fuzzy labeled star graph K1,n
Theorem3.1.3:
The fuzzy labeled star graph K1,n with (n ≤ 89)
admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
Proof:
Let K1,n with (n ≤ 89) be the star graph with
'n+1' vertices and 'n' edges.
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..................(5).

Proof:
Let Bn,n with (n ≤ 59) be the bi star graph with '2n+2'
vertices and '2n+1' edges.
To prove Bn,n admits fuzzy graceful labeling. we can
prove in three cases.
Case (i):
To prove apex vertices v1,v2 and an apex edge e0 =
(v1,v2) of Bn,n admits fuzzy graceful labeling. That is to
prove that
with distinct
membership values.
Consider membership value of apex vertices v1,v2 and
apex edge
e0 = (v1,v2) using algorithm 3.2.1, we have

Now
=
 2  ( v o ) ....................................(6)

Clearly by (6),
has the
same magic value.
Hence K1,n admits fuzzy magic
labeling.Now, suppose K1,n at most 89 edges admits
fuzzy magic labeling.
3.2 FUZZY LABELING ON BI STAR GRAPH Bn,n
In this section ,we develop an algorithm for fuzzy
labeling of vertices and edges of a bistar graph Bn,n , at
most 59 edges such as apex vertices v1, v2, apex edge e0,
pendent vertices ui of v1 , wi of v2 and pendent edges
ei=(v1,ui), ei*=(v2,wi) whose membership functions
(v1), (v2), µ(v1,v2) (ui), (wi) , µ(v1,ui) and µ(v2,wi).

Now,

 ( v1 , v 2 ) 

 (v1 )   (v 2 )

 ( 0.8  0.9 )

 0.1  0.1...........(8)

Algorithm 3.2.1
Input : Bi star Graph
Procedure {fuzzy Labeling of vertices and edges for
a bistar graph (Bn,n) ,
}

Hence by (8) ,the apex vertices v1,v2 and an apex
edge e0 = (v1,v2) of Bn,n admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
Case (ii):
To prove pendent vertices ui of v1 and pendent
edges ei = (v1,ui) of Bn,n admits fuzzy graceful
labeling.
That
is
to
prove
that
with distinct membership
values.
Consider membership function of pendent vertices ui
of v1 and pendent edges ei = (v1,ui)
using algorithm 3.2.1, we have

for i = 1 to n
{

Now,

 280  i 
 0.8  

 400 
 320  280  i 
 

400



}
end procedure.
Example 3.2.2
The fuzzy labeled bi star graph Bn,n at most 59 edges
is shown in the following Figure(2).

 40  i 
 

 400 

........→.............

....................(9)
and also we have
for any l ,m є i with l m...............(10)
Hence by (9) and (10) pendent vertices ui of v1 and
pendent edges ei = (v1,ui) of Bn,n admits fuzzy graceful
labeling.
Case (iii):
To prove pendent vertices wi of v2 and pendent
edges ei* = (v2,wi) of Bn,n admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
That is to prove that
with
distinct membership values.

.......←.........

Figure(2) Fuzzy labeled bi star graph Bn,n
Theorem3.2.3:
The fuzzy labeled bi star graph Bn,n
with (n ≤ 59) admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
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Consider membership function of pendent vertices
wi of v2 and pendent edges ei* = (v2,wi)
using algorithm 3.2.1, we have

 ( v 2 )   ( wi )   ( v 2 , wi )
 540  i   i 
 (0.9)  
 
 , i  1 to n
 600   600 

 540   540  i   i 


 

 600   600   600 
 540  540  i  i 


600



 ( v2 , wi )   ( v2 )   ( wi )

Now,

 1080 

  1.8  k 2 ...................(14)
 600 

 540  i 
 0.9  

 600 
 540  540  i 
 

600



Case (iii):
To prove sum of membership values of apex
vertices v1,v2 and apex edge e0 attain magic value.
That
is
to
prove
that
 ( v1 )   ( v 2 )   ( v1 , v 2 )  k1 or k 2 .

 i 
 
 ...............(11)
 600 
and

also

we

have
for any
l ,m є i
with l m................(12)
Hence by (11) and (12) pendent vertices
wi of v2 and pendent edges ei* = (v2,wi)
of Bn,n admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
Hence by ,Case(i) ,Case(ii) and Case (iii) Bi star graph B n,n
admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
Theorem3.2.4:
The fuzzy labeled bi star graph Bn,n
with (n ≤ 59) admits fuzzy bi magic labeling.
Proof:
Consider a fuzzy labeled bi star graph Bn,n with (n
≤ 59) with '2n+2' vertices and '2n+1' edges.
To prove Bn,n admits fuzzy bi magic labeling. That
is to prove that the sum of membership values of vertices
and edges incident at the vertices are k1and k2 where
k1and k2 are constants .
we can prove in three cases.
Case (i):
To prove sum of membership values of internal
vertices vi and internal edges ei
attain magic value.
That is
to prove
that

Using algorithm 3.2.1, we have
 ( v1 )   ( v 2 )   ( v1 , v 2 )  0.8  0.9  0.1
Hence by (13),(14) and(15), bi star graph B n,n admits
=k
2
bi magic
labeling with two magic constants k1and k2.
Theorem 3.2.5:
A fuzzy labeled bi star graph Bn,n at most 59 edges be
the fuzzy graceful graph iff it is a fuzzy
bi magic graph.
Proof:
Given Bn,n at most 59 edges be fuzzy graceful
bi star graph. To prove Bn,n be the fuzzy magic graph. we
can prove in three cases.
Case (i):
To
prove
that  ( v1 )   ( u i )   ( v1 , u i )  k1
By Theorem 3.2.3 and algorithm 3.2.1 we have

 ( v1 )   ( ui )   ( v1 , ui )
  ( v1 )   ( ui )   ( v1 )   ( ui )

 2  ( v1 )  1.6  k1 ............................( 16)

Case (ii):
To

provet

 ( v 2 )   ( wi )   ( v 2 , wi )  k 2

 ( v1 )   ( u i )   ( v1 , u i )  k1

By Theorem 3.2.3 and algorithm 3.2.1 we have
 ( v2 )   ( wi )   ( v2 , wi )

Using algorithm 3.2.1, we have
 ( v1 )   ( u i )   ( v1 , ui )

  ( v2 )   ( wi )   ( v2 )   ( wi )

 280  i 
 40  i 
 (0.8)  
 
 , i  1 to n
 400 
 400 
 320   280  i 
 40  i 


 

 400   400 
 400 
 320  280  i  40  i 


400


 640 

  1.6  k1...............(13)
 400 

  ( v 2 )   ( wi )   ( v 2 )   ( wi )

 2  ( v2 )  1.8  k 2 ....................(17)

Case (iii):
To

prove

that

 ( v1 )   ( v 2 )   ( v1 , v 2 )  k1 or k 2 .

By Theorem 3.2.3 and algorithm 3.2.1 we have
 ( v1 )   ( v2 )   ( v1 , v2 )

  ( v1 )   ( v 2 )   ( v 2 )   ( v1 )
  ( v1 )   ( v2 )   ( v2 )   ( v1 )
 2  ( v2 )  1.8  k 2 ......................(18)

Case (ii):
= To prove sum of membership values of pendent
vertices "vi " and
pendent edges "ei" attain magic
value.
That is
to prove
that
 ( v 2 )   ( wi )   ( v 2 , wi )  k 2

Hence by (16),(17) and(18), bi star graph B n,n admits bi
magic labeling with two magic
constants k1and k2.

Using algorithm 3.2.1, we have
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Now Suppose Bn,n with at most 59 edges be
fuzzy bi magic bi star graph. To prove Bn,n be the fuzzy
graceful graph. we can prove in three cases.
Case
(i):
Given
 ( v1 )   ( u i )   ( v1 , u i )  k1
That is

 ( v1)   ( ui )   ( v1 , ui )  2  ( v1)

Example 3.3.2:
The fuzzy labeled double star graph K1,n,n at most
30 edges is shown in the following Figure(3).

[u sin g (16)]

Hence

clearly
....................(19)

Case

(ii):

 ( v 2 )   ( wi )   ( v 2 , wi )  k 2

Given

That is
 ( v 2 )   ( wi )   ( v 2 , wi ) ,
 2  ( v 2 ) [u sin g ( 17 )]
Hence
clearly
......................(20)
Case (iii): Given
 ( v1 )   ( v 2 )   ( v1 , v 2 )  k 2 .
Now
 ( v1 )   (v 2 )   ( v1 , v 2 )
,
 2  ( v2 )
[u sin g ( 18)]
Hence clearly
.........................(21)
Hence by (19),(20) and(21), bi star graph B n,n admits
bi magic labeling with two magic constants k1and k2.
3.3 FUZZY LABELING ON DOUBLE STAR
GRAPH K1,n,n
In this section ,we develop an algorithm for fuzzy
labeling of vertices and edges of a double star graph
K1,n,n, at most 30 edges such as apex vertex v0, internal
vertices vi of v0 , internal edges ei=(v0,vi), pendent
vertices wi of vi and pendent edges ei*=(vi,wi) whose
membership
functions
(v0),
(vi),
µ(v0,vi), (wi)andµ(vi,wi) for i =1 to n.

Figure(3) Fuzzy labeled double star graph K1,n,n
Theorem3.3.3:
The fuzzy labeled double star graph K1,n,n
with (n ≤ 30) admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
Proof:
Let K1,n,n with (n ≤ 30) be the double star graph with
'2n+1' vertices and '2n' edges.
To prove K1,n,n admits fuzzy graceful labeling. we can
prove in two cases.
Case (i):
Consider apex vertex v0 ,the internal vertices ui
and the internal edges ei=(v0,ui) of v0.
Using algorithm 3.3.1, we have

Algorithm 3.3.1
Input : Double Star Graph
Procedure {fuzzy Labeling of vertices and edges for
a double star graph (K1,n,n) ,
}

for i = 1 to n
{

}
end procedure.
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Now,

IV. APPENDIX

 ( v 0 , vi )   ( v 0 )   (vi )

The following be the program on fuzzy labeled
star graph K1,n at most 89 edges which has the
apex vertex v0, pendent vertices vi and pendent
edges
ei=(v0,vi) whose membership functions �(v0), �(vi)
and µ(v0,vi) represented as (lv0), (lvi) and (lei).


 200  i 
 0.8  

 400 

 (320  200  i 


400



(120  i ) 
 ( v 0 , vi )  


400



Program 4.1 :

.......(22

#include<stdio.h>

)

#include<conio.h>

and also we have
for any l ,m є i with l m.............(23)
Hence by (22) and (23) pendent edges
ei=(v1,ui) for i = 1 to n , admits
fuzzy graceful labeling.
Case (ii):
Consider the internal vertices vi , pendent vertices
wi and the pendent edges ei*=(vi,wi) of vi , Using
algorithm 3.3.1, we have

void main()
{
float i, j, v[500], e[500], lv[500], le[500];
printf(“ Fuzzy Labeled Star Graph at most 89
edges \n”);
printf(“--------------------------------------------\n”);
printf(“lv[0]

lv[i]

le[i] \n”);

lv[0]=0.9;
for(i=1;i<=89; i++)
{
lv[i]=( lv[0]-(i/200));
le[i]= (i/200);
Now,

printf(“ % 1.3f %1.3f %1.3f ”,lv[0],lv[i],

 ( vi , wi )   ( vi )   ( wi )

le[i]\n”);

 (400  3  3i ) (200  i ) 



500
400 


}
getch();

 400 (400  3  3i ) 500 (200  i 



500 * 400
500 * 400 


}

 400 * 400  3 * 400  3 * 400i  200 * 500  500i 


500 * 400


 160000  1200  1200 i  100000  500i 


500 * 400


 61200  700 i 


 500 * 400 

 61.2  0.7i 

200

 ......................(24)

 ( vi , wi )  

and also we have have
for any l ,m є i with l m..............................(25)
Hence by (24) and (25) pendent edges ei*=(vi,wi) of
v2 for i = 1 to n , admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
Hence by Case(i) and Case (ii) double star graph K1,n,n
admits fuzzy graceful labeling.
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The following be the program on fuzzy labeled bi
star graph Bn,n at most 59 edges which has the apex
vertices v1, v2 ,apex edge e0=(v1,v2) pendent vertices ui
of v1, pendent edges ei=(v1,ui) , pendent vertices wi of
v2, pendent edges ei*=(v2,wi) whose membership
functions �(v1), �(v2), µ(v1,v2),�(ui), µ(vi ,ui) , �(wi) and
µ(v2,wi) represented as lv1, lv2, le0, lu[i], le[i], lw[i], and
le1[i] for i=1 to n.
Program 4.2:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
float i,lv[500], le[500], lu[500],lv2[500], lw[500],
le1[500];
clrscr();
printf(" Fuzzy Labeled Bi star Graph At most 59
Edges \n");
printf("__________________________________________
__________\n");
printf("lv[1] lv[2] le[0]
lu[i] le[i]
lw[i]
le1[i]\n");
lv[1]=0.8;
lv[2]=0.9;
le[0]=0.1;
for(i=1;i<=59;i++)
{
lu[i]=((280-i)/(400));
le[i]=((40+i)/(400));
lw[i]=((540-i)/(600));
le1[i]=(i/600);
printf("% 1.3f\t % 1.3f\t %1.3f\t %1.3f\t %1.3f
\t%1.3f\t %1.3f",lv[1], lv[2], le[0],
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lu[i], le[i], lw[i],le1[i]);
printf("\n");
}
getch();
}

The following be the program on fuzzy labeled
double star graph K1,n,n which has the apex vertex v0,
internal vertices ui , internal edges and ei=(v0,vi) ,
pendent vertices wi and pendent edges ei*=(vi,wi)
whose membership functions �(v0), �(vi), µ(v0,vi) ,
�(wi) and µ(vi,wi) represented as lv0, lu[i], le[i], lw[i],
and le1[i] for i = 1 to n.
Program 4.3:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
void main()
{
float i,j,lv[500],le[500],lw[500],le1[500];
clrscr();
printf(" Fuzzy Double Star Graph atmost 30
edges \n");
printf("__________________________________________
___________\n");
printf(" lv[0] lv[i] le[i] lw[i] le1[i]\n");
lv[0]=0.8;
for(i=1;i<=30; i++)
{
lv[i]=((200+i)/(400));
le[i]=((120-i)/(400));
lw[i]=((400+3*(i+1))/(500));
le1[i]=((61.2+(0.7*i))/(200));
printf(" %1.3f %1.3f %1.3f %1.3f %1.3f
",lv[0],lv[i], le[i], lw[i], le1[i]);
printf("\n");
}
getch();
}
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V. CONCLUSION
We discussed fuzzy labeling of a star graph S1,n ,bi
star graph Bn,n and double star graph K1,n,n . It has been
proved that star graph at most 89 edges are fuzzy
graceful iff fuzzy magic labeling. Also proved that bi
star graph Bn,n of 59 edges are fuzzy graceful iff fuzzy
bi magic labeling. We have proved that fuzzy labeled
double star graph K1,n,n at most 30 edges is fuzzy
graceful. Further research work to be extended for some
special graphs.
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